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National Science Day

R. D. P.S.

Auditorium

February 28 ,2078 (2 hours)

Class iV (A-E)
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Submitted to: Principal

OBJECTIVES:

' To provide information about the importance of the scientific invention,
r To inspire students to take up more interest in science and technology.
r To create awareness amongst them about the contribution of scientists in the field of science.
' To display all the activities, efforts and achievements in the field of science for human welfare.

' To promote their aesthetic, cognitive, scientific and social skills.

DESCRIPTION:

"The science of today is the technology of tomorrow,,,
-Edward Teller

A P,J Abdt '= =* 3nce said, "science is a beartiful gift to humanity, we should not distort it ',.
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j::-= S: erc: Da,,, s ::se.,,ec a sver India with great enthusiasm on

Feoruary 28 every ,.=- ' crcer:: -:lt''r rren'orate t.e r-vention of the Raman Effect in India by the
Indlan physicist, Sir Chan:i-asekhara Venkata Raman on the same day in the year 1928. For his
great success in the field of science in India, Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman was awardecl and
honoured with the Nobel Prize in the Physics in the year 1930.This day is observed to popularize
benefits of scientific knowledge, practical appropriation and also to spread the message of
importance of science and technology in our lives. Keeping the same in mind 'National Science Day'
v.as observed in our school to ignite the passion for knowledge and help the students to understand
the contribution of science to make our life comfortable. This involved importance of science in day
to day life by organising various competitions like speech, PowerPoint presentation, model making,
role play, and quiz. Students explained their presentation on the topic Fight against new microbes,
models and delivered speech with great confidence and it helped them to gain the scientific
knowledge. As fillers dance drama on journey of life, play on conservation of resources and poem
dramatlzation were also done by students to raise the mood of celebration which was at the same
time very educational. This provided a great platform to the young minds to access and have a great
learning in the field of science and technology. Overall, it promoted active involvement of students
in science related activities and encouraged scientific thinking, The students participated in lre
activity with great zeal and enthusiasm. The event was a great learning experience to all of us. AII
the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts, In whole, the activity catered to the
cognitive, social, scientific and aesthetic domains of the learners,
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